Introduction
Persons with movement disabilities can use a wide range of assistive devices (ADs). The set of ADs ranges from switches connected to a remote controller to complex sensors (e.g., mouth mouse, eye tracking systems) attached to a computer. All of these systems work very well after being adjusted individually for each person. However, there are still situations where the systems do not work properly, e.g., when residual muscles become fatigued or users have such severe disabilities that no movement is possible. In such situations, a Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) might be the only available option, since it uses mentally modulated brain signals (e.g., electroencephalogram, EEG) for control without requiring any movement. BCIs are systems that establish a direct connection between the human brain and a computer, thus providing an additional means for communication. As noted, some people use a BCI because their disabilities make it impossible to use any interface which requires movements. BCIs can also be used to control neuroprostheses in patients suffering from a high spinal cord injury. After 20 years of research and development, Brain-Computer Interface technology is ready to leave the lab and to be used in practical applications in real world settings such as homes or hospitals.
A BCI could replace an existing AD. However, in some situations it would be even better to couple the BCI with the existing AD and develop a new system called a hybrid BCI (hBCI) [1, 2, 8] . Ideally, an hBCI should let the user extend the types of inputs available to an assistive technology, or choose not to use the BCI at all. The hBCI might decide which input channel(s) offer(s) the most reliable signal(s) and switch between input channels to improve information transfer rate and usability, or it could instead fuse various input channels to increase the SNR.
In the past as well as in the present, various studies about hBCIs have been conducted, but they always combined different brain signals or brain and other biosignals. A more general definition says that a hBCI does not depend on the BCI as an active input. Instead, it simply allows the BCI to function as an input channel when the BCI could increase the overall performance for that user. The hBCI can perform fusion to switch between multiple inputs, but (depending on the configuration) can also weight signals and combine/fuse them to achieve one control signal from a combination of multiple inputs.
Methods
The principle of an hBCI can be explained as following: in addition to the EEG-based BCI, there are other input and control signals possible [2] . These include other biosignals (e.g., electromyogram, [3] ) as well as signals from manual controls such as from ADs (e.g., mouth mouse, push buttons, … [4, 5] ). A "fusion" collects all control signals and generates a new control signal out of all those inputs. Besides a quality check (e.g., artifact detection), those signals will be weighted and fused to a control signal, or the most reliable one will be chosen. Followed by the so-called "shared control", sensor signals from the application (neuroprosthesis [6] , software [4] , assistive robot [7] ) will also be included and used to generate an accurate final control signal.
Results & Discussion
One major goal is to bring the BCI technology to a level where it can be used in an environment together with other assistive devices. To achieve this, however, the hBCI must be able to operate reliably for long periods. It has to recognize and adapt to changes since brain signals and patterns may change during a day. Reaching this goal requires that many different subsystems in the hBCI are able to work together. Examples include standard BCI processing, post processing (error potentials), mental state recognition (fatigue), artifact detection, adaptation of classifiers, and surveillance of signal quality (including EEG signals and those from additional input devices). Several of those modules are developed and tested successfully, however, the integration of all of them is still an open issue. 
